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Section 1 – General 
1. Purpose 
This Annex sets the procedures for military aircraft operating at Ämari Airbase. 
 
2. Responsibility 
2.1. Ämari Airbase air traffic controllers are responsible for following these procedures.  
2.2. The pilot in command is responsible for following these procedures. The Pilot in 

Command is responsible for his aircraft’s/formation’s safety. 
2.3. Deviations do these procedures are subject to prior agreement between the visiting 

crews and Ämari Airfield officials. Deviations are acceptable without prior agreement 
in cases of emergency, contingency or equipment failure. 
 

3. General 

3.1. This Annex contains procedures, instructions and information, which are intended to 

be used within Ämari military airfield, CTR and EETSA14. 

 

4. Definitions 

4.1. Airspace. EEEI CTR, EETSA14 

4.2. Break out. Leave pattern. 

4.3. BOC – base operations center 

4.4. Chase aircraft. An aircraft flying in close proximity to another aircraft to observe its 

performance during training or test. Can also be used as a safety measure to escort 

an aircraft in an emergency. 

4.5. Fast lane. Northern side of RWY beginning from RWY center line. Used for go around 

after unsuccessful landing by any of the formation elements. 

4.6. High Performance Military Aircraft (HPMA). Aircraft category as described in 

STANAG 7199 AFPP-1. For the purpose of this document, HPMA aircraft are jet 

fighters/trainers. 

4.7. Hung Ordnance. Any item connected to an aircraft to be dropped or released that, 

due to malfunction, failed to release. Additionally, the following items will be 

considered Hung Ordnance: 

Live unexpended ordnance; 

Drop tanks (after failed jettison attempt); 

Remaining ordnance after an inadvertent release; 

Gun/cannon ammo after a gun/cannon malfunction (didn’t fire, unplanned ceasefire, 

or “runaway gun”); 

Any external load determined to be in an unsafe condition 

4.8. Last Chance Check (LCC). External inspection of aircraft made by ground personnel, 

just prior take-off. The LCC is normally done at the parking aprons or arm/de-arm 

pads. 

4.9. Last Pattern. Information to ATC that this will be the last visual circuit prior departing 

to the training zone. It is only used during Pattern Delay. 

4.10. Late-Break. Break made after the first 3000’ of RWY due to conflict/traffic spacing. 

Break departure end/midfield can be used by ATC. 

4.11. Low Closed. Closed pattern flown lower than standard pattern altitude and done to 

train circling approaches. Low closed has specific restrictions set in Ämari airspace 

which are detailed in Section 4 below.  
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4.12. Option/Cleared for the Option. ATC clearance for the aircraft to execute a touch-

and-go, low approach or final landing, at the pilot’s discretion. 

4.13. Pattern Delay. When transmitted to ATC, informs that the aircraft will maintain in the 

visual pattern before proceeding to the training area. It is used when the control agency 

responsible for the area cannot receive the aircraft yet. 

4.14. Perch. The point where a descending 180º turn to final is initiated. 

4.15. Restricted Low Approach. At Ämari, when instructed to “restricted low approach”, a 

pilot is not allowed to descend below 600’AMSL. 

4.16. Slow lane. Southern side of RWY beginning from RWY center line. Used for vacating 

RWY after landing by formation elements once taxi speed is established.  

4.17. Straight-through. An aircraft that is at the initial of the overhead pattern will call 

“straight-through” when he does not execute the break and proceeds straight, joining 

the outer pattern. A straight-trough is normally done when traffic in the interior 

downwind does not allow a break and the amount and position of the traffic, a late 

break is not advisable. 

4.18. Stop-and-go. A touch-and-go where the aircraft makes a complete stop on the runway 

before taking off again. 

4.19. Tactical Fighter Aircraft (TFA). Type of aircraft as defined in Bi-SC Dir 85-5 NATO 

Approved Criteria & Standards for Airfields. 

4.20. Transient operators. Aircraft operators that stay at Ämari airfield for a short time and 

have not received briefings about local airspace and procedures. 

4.21. Unexpended ordnance. Loaded ordnance, when there was no attempt to release it. 
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Section 2 – Ground Procedures 

 

5. Arming and De-arming 

5.1. Loading. Aircraft are to be loaded at Apron 3 (HCP) or in a location previously 

coordinated.  

5.2. Arming. Weapons arming procedures will be done in the arming/de-arming pads (OW 

and OE) or in the QRA hangars. 

5.3. De-arming. De-arming procedures will be done in the arming/de-arming pads (OW 

and OE). It is mandatory to execute the de-arming procedure of guns/cannons even if 

all ammunition was apparently expended. 

 

6. Drag Chute Jettison. 

6.1. Aircraft equipped with drag chutes shall drop chutes on RWY before entering taxiways. 

6.2. Tower will inform RWY maintenance where the drag chute is released and RWY 

maintenance will organize the retrieval of the chute.  Tower will suspend runway 

operations if necessary. 

6.3. Planned use of drag chutes shall be previously coordinated with BOC. 

 

7. Refueling.   

7.1. Due to possible explosive environment during refueling, area with a radius of 15m from 

aircraft fuel tank vents shall be kept clear or nonessential movements and other 

aircraft. Also, areas surrounding refueling truck or hydrant refueling outlets (end of the 

hose on the refueling apparatus side) and aircraft refueling inlet (in case of pressure 

refueling) with a radius of 20m shall be kept clear of nonessential personnel. 

7.2. When refueling with outside air temperature of 33°C or more, 10m shall be added to 

safety area radiuses mentioned in paragraph 7.1. Refueling with outside air 

temperature of 38°C or more should be avoided. 

7.3. For refueling, STANAG 7013 requirements shall be used as a minimum 

7.4. Hot Pit Refueling shall be pre-coordinated at least 48 hours in advance and approved 

on a case-by-case basis by Base Operations Centre (BOC). 

7.5. Ämari BOC shall inform TWR and Fire and Rescue dept. about approved hot pit 

refueling requests and provide necessary details. 

7.6. In case of hot pit refueling airfield Fire and Rescue dept. will send out 1 rescue team 

to safeguard the operation in close proximity. The pilot shall inform TWR about 

requested hot pit refueling before landing to give enough time for the rescue team to 

reach their position. TWR will notify Fire and Rescue dept about the requested hot pit 

refueling. 

 

8. Aircraft Taxiing Requirements/Routes.   

8.1. Aircraft with wingspans greater than and including 24m shall use TWY A or TWY B to 

enter or vacate the RWY, back-taxi may be necessary. 

NOTE: If OW is in use for parking or Arm/De-Arm operations, only TFA type aircraft 

can taxi on TWY A between the RWY and intersection with TWY H.  

8.2. Aircraft with MTOW greater than 46 000 kg needing to back-track, must do the 180º 

turn at the end of RWY, on the concrete hammerheads. 

8.3. Transient helicopters shall use TWY A or TWY B for taxiing between the RWY and 

Apron 1. This does not apply to local RW aircraft. 
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9. Separation of military aircraft 

9.1. Separation of helicopters 

Helicopters may use the runway at the same time if the following conditions are met: 

The pilots have reported visual with all the aircraft using the runway or taxiway at the 

same time. 

A portion of runway to be used by a single helicopter has been specified by ATC. 

NOTE: Helicopters performing air taxiing operations (normally not above 10 feet) within the 

boundary of the aerodrome are considered to be taxiing aircraft. 

9.2. Reduced Same Runway Separation Procedures (RSRS) 

RSRS applies to all military fighter and training aircraft based at Ämari airfield for more 

than 7 days unless it is not accepted by the aircraft operator. In order to apply RSRS, 

Air Traffic Controllers must always be able to see the aircraft involved and determine 

distances by reference to suitable landmarks (distance markers, taxiways, etc.). 

RSRS standards may be applied in separation of: 

 Fighter or attack type aircraft and other fighter or attack type aircraft.  

 Jet trainer aircraft behind other jet trainer aircraft. 

 Jet trainer aircraft behind a fighter or attack type aircraft. 

RSRS may be applied to: 

 Full stop behind a full stop, low approach, or touch-and-go. 

 Touch-and-go behind a touch-and-go or low approach. 

 Low approach behind a low approach. 

 Low approach behind a full stop - the succeeding aircraft will offset laterally not 

to fly over the aircraft on the runway. 

RSRS is not authorized when: 

 Either aircraft is an emergency. 

 Braking action reports of less than “medium” are reported. 

 During any situation where the lead aircraft is “cleared for the option” or “stop-

and-go.” 

 During any situation involving an aircraft “low approach” behind a “touch-and- 

go” aircraft 

 During any situation involving an aircraft “touch-and-go” behind a “full-stop.” 

 Either aircraft is non-military aircraft 

The minimum RSRS authorized is: 

 3,000 feet between same type fighter and attack aircraft, (e.g., F-16 behind an 

F-16 during daylight hours and VMC).   

EXCEPTION:  6,000 feet when reported braking action is less than good.  

 6,000 feet between: 

o Dissimilar fighter and attack aircraft (e.g. F-15 behind an F-16). 

o Same type fighter and attack aircraft during night time hours or IMC. 

o A landing (single aircraft or formation) behind a formation landing. 

o A formation landing behind a full stop. 

Pilots are responsible for wake turbulence separation when maintaining visual 

separation or operating under VFR. When operating IFR or under ATC instructions, air 

traffic controllers must ensure standard wake turbulence separation exists. 

Pilots may refuse RSRS at any time and should notify the ATCT of their refusal as soon 

as possible or upon initial contact. 

Controllers may refuse RSRS at any time for safety of flight. 
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Section 3 – Flight Procedures 

 

10. Aircraft formations.  

10.1. Formations are handled by Ämari ATC as one aircraft. Clearances are provided to all 

of the formation elements and the read-back or acknowledgement is expected from 

only the lead aircraft or the element that is responsible for RTF.  

10.2. Standard formation. All the elements in the formation must remain within 1 NM from 

the lead aircraft at the same level (altitude). 

10.3. Non-standard formation. Requires prior permission from the ATC. The distance from 

the lead aircraft can be extended to 3 NM laterally and 1000ft vertically. 

11. Takeoff. 

11.1. Radio phraseology. When ready, pilots shall report to TWR “C/S, ready for departure”. 

Using the phrase “takeoff” before receiving the takeoff clearance is prohibited. If after 

takeoff the aircraft is to remain in the traffic pattern it will maintain Ämari TWR 

frequency. In other cases, proceed as instructed by TWR. 

11.2. Rolling Takeoff. Whenever an aircraft/formation wants to do a rolling takeoff, it shall 

inform TWR by reporting “ready for rolling departure”. TWR should reply with “cleared 

for rolling takeoff”. Even if TWR does not specify “rolling”, and a rolling takeoff has 

been requested, the aircraft is authorized for rolling takeoff. 

11.3. Immediate departure. An immediate departure implies that the aircraft will perform a 

rolling take-off, or, if already on the RWY, will commence the take-off run without delay. 

11.4. In order to expedite departures, especially during intense traffic periods, tower can 

order “restricted low approach” instead of “touch and go’s” (not applicable for final 

landing). In VMC, TWR can order departing aircraft to “line up and wait”, while arriving 

aircraft execute a restricted low approach. If the A/C doing a restricted low approach 

sees the A/C on the runway starting the take-off roll, it will do an offset to the side of 

the pattern and report the action on radio. 

12. VFR departures. 

12.1. Aircraft shall plan to exit Ämari CTR via UNIVA, NENSO, OLMEV and GIGDI. 

Typically, OLMEV and UNIVA are used as exit point for RWY 24 and NENSO and 

GIGDI are used as exit point for RWY 06, although not mandatory. The outer pattern 

should be used for transiting within the CTR. 

13. IFR departures 

13.1. In case of non-standard formation IFR departure all aircraft in the formation must have 

transponder turned on and sqwak mode 3 A/C. In a standard formation only the lead 

aircraft will sqwak mode 3 A/C. 

 

14. VFR arrivals 

14.1. Clearance to enter Ämari CTR must be obtained from Ämari TWR before crossing the 

CTR border inbound. If clearance is not obtained, aircraft must hold outside the CTR 

until cleared to enter. 

14.2. Aircraft must contact Ämari TWR 5 min prior to entering CTR. 

14.3. Aircraft shall proceed directly to one of the entry points. Typically, OLMEV and UNIVA 

are used as entry point for RWY 06 and NENSO and GIGDI are used as entry point 

for RWY 24, although not mandatory. 

14.4. If aircraft have entered CTR (figure 1) they must remain within its lateral limits and at 

or below 1200ft AMSL (See e-AIP EEEI AD 2.24 for detailed Visual Approach Chart). 

15. IFR arrivals. 
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15.1. IFR arrivals are vectored to final RWY 06/24 by Tallinn RADAR. Expect RADAR 

service to be terminated before handed over to Ämari TWR. 

 

16. Landing 

16.1. Landing clearance is given to the whole formation 

16.2. Landing gear report. In order to minimize radio communications, during formation 

flights, only the lead does the full reporting procedure. The wingmen will only beep 

and report “element callsign, gear checked”, whenever their intentions are the same 

as the lead’s. 

 

17. Noise Abatement 

17.1. Overflight of noise sensitive areas and populated areas shall be avoided. 

17.2. Afterburner/reheat is only allowed for take-off when required, and in emergency 

situations.  

17.3. Downwind legs for the outer pattern, overhead pattern and closed pattern shall be 

done at 1200ft AMSL. 

17.4. Low Closed pattern has restrictions (see Section 4) and low tactical patterns/breaks 

are not approved at Ämari Airbase. 
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Figure 1. Ämari airspace 
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Section 4 – VFR Patterns 

 

18. VFR procedures for High Performance Military Aircraft (HPMA). 

18.1. The VFR procedures include the overhead pattern, closed pattern and straight-in. 

18.2. Overhead pattern (see figure 2). The standard circuit is flown at 1200ft MSL and done 

to the South of the RWY. Tower may activate the North patterns. The entry points are 

OLMEV and UNIVA for the patterns over RWY 06; and GIGDI and NENSO for the 

patterns over RWY 24. Aircraft will be levelled at 1200ft MSL when passing the entry 

point inbound Initial. Holdings at the entry points will be flown at the pattern altitude. 

The pattern tracks are designed to avoid overflight of noise sensitive areas.  

18.2.1. Entry. Aircraft will go to the entry point of the RWY in use avoiding crossing 

Ämari airspace. In case an aircraft enters Ämari airspace from the opposite 

entry points, TWR shall instruct them to join the appropriate Outer Pattern 

Downwind Leg. NOTE: the route OLMEV-RWY06 should be done via the 

7,4NM point to deconflict with the downwind leg of the Outer Pattern. 

18.2.2. Initial. Initial is reported 3 NM from the threshold (5,1DME for RWY 06 and 

2,4 DME for RWY 24). The reporting call shall include pilot’s intentions.  

18.2.3. Break. To the south (or North if North pattern is active), between the threshold 

and the first 3000’ of runway. Pilot will report “Break”. The pilot in the Initial is 

responsible to deconflict with traffic in the downwind by breaking only after the 

traffic has passed abeam 90º. 

18.2.4. Straight-through. If necessary to deconflict traffic, TWR can order a “Late 

break”, “Break midfield/departure end”, “Continue straight through” or “Break 

out”. A straight trough is preferable to a later break. If a later break (Late Break 

or Midfield/departure end break) is performed, pilots shall avoid the noise 

sensitive areas under the downwind leg with an offset/dog leg. 

18.2.5. Turning to Final. A pilot cannot start the turn to Final without having visual 

contact with: 

 All aircraft on the turn to final before him; 

 All aircraft on straight in approach or instrument approach within 4NM; 

If the pilot has all traffic in sight, he can start the turn in a way to guarantee 

adequate spacing behind the traffic. If the pilot does not have traffic in sight, 

he will “Break out”. 

If there is conflict after a pilot starts the turn to Final, he must do a “Go-

around”. There will be no break-outs on the turn to final. 

18.2.6. Go-Around. Never overfly another aircraft; make an offset to the side of the 

pattern. Overflying other aircraft is only authorized if the other aircraft is on the 

RWY and the pilot doing the Go-around is at or above 600’ AMSL 
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Figure 2. Traffic pattern for HPMA 

 

18.3. Tactical Pattern. 

18.3.1. Tactical pattern must be requested from TWR in advance to guarantee 

deconfliction. Note that this kind of pattern affects Cat A/B circuits. When A/B 

circuit is active, aircraft flying tactical pattern must remain to the break side of 

the RWY at all times. TWR can order tactical aircraft not to cross RWY centre 

line Ex. “EI01 remain North/South of RWY centre line”.  

18.3.2. Tactical patterns are done at 1200ft AMSL. The downwind legs should follow 

the tracks of the normal overhead. Lateral separation should not exceed 

4000ft. Trail should not exceed 1NM. 

18.4. Closed pattern. Closed pattern is initiated over the departure end, except when tower 

instructs otherwise. The downwind leg is done at 1200ftAMSL. On the downwind leg, 

the pilot shall avoid noise sensitive areas. Afterburner/reheat is not authorized. 

18.5. Low Closed. Low closed is done to train circling approaches. Such training must be 

planned ahead and requested, to minimize conflicts, as it affects RW and cat A/B 

patterns. Only left turn patterns are available, with the downwind 1,5NM from the RWY 

Legend
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CL. Maximum speed is 220 KIAS and it is flown at 700 feet AMSL1. The break should 

be done within the first 3000ft of the RWY. Limits on the amount of low closed may be 

imposed by TWR. 

18.6. Outer Pattern. See figure 2 for the Outer Pattern. Mandatory reports turning to base 

and 3NM Final. 

18.7. Straight-in. Jet aircraft will execute a straight-in approach pattern starting from the 

entry point or, when established in the outer pattern, from the points 7,4NM to the 

runway in use, maintaining 1200’MSL. Check figure 3 for the depiction of the pattern. 

NOTE: Aircraft entering the CTR via OLMEV for a straight-in to RWY 06 will do 

the straight-in via the 7,4NM point. 

 
Figure 3. HPMA straight in 

 

18.8. Breakouts. Leaving the patterns is done to solve situations of conflict. The altitude of 

the breakout is 1200ft AMSL. Pilots must report as soon as breaking out, to include 

position. Ex: “Cobra11, base, breaking out” 

18.8.1. RWY 06 

                                                 
1 700ft AMSL will provide the Minimum Obstacle Clearance (300ft) for HPMA aircraft. Calculation made IAW 

AATCP-1. Maximum speed is 220KIAS and minimum bank angle is 30º. Aircraft flying circling procedures IAW 

PANS-OPS shall not fly below published OCA/H for the procedure and aircraft category. 

Legend
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Base legs (outer pattern) -  turn right inbound “Kobru” (south pattern) or turn left 

inbound “Kurkse” (north pattern) and rejoin the outer pattern. Deconflict, giving 

priority to traffic already established in the downwind leg. 

Perch  (overhead) - turn left inbound “Kobru” (south overhead) or turn right 

inbound “Kurkse” (north overhead). Deconflict, giving priority to traffic already 

established in the downwind leg.  

Entry legs – No breakouts will be done in the entry legs. If required, a left handed 

360 turn will be performed from OLMEV or right handed 360 turn from UNIVA. 

18.8.2. RWY 24 

Base legs (outer pattern) -  turn left inbound “Quarry” (south pattern) or turn right 

inbound “Tulna” (north pattern) and rejoin the outer pattern. Deconflict, giving 

priority to traffic already established in the downwind leg. 

Perch  (overhead) - turn right inbound “Quarry” (south overhead) or turn left 

inbound “Tulna” (north overhead). Deconflict, giving priority to traffic already 

established in the downwind leg. 

Entry legs – No breakouts will be done in the entry legs. If required, a left handed 

360 turn will be performed from NENSO or right handed 360 turn from GIGDI. 

 

19. VFR Procedures for Cat A/B aircraft 

19.1. Arrivals will be done via the CTR entry points to the 3NM initial of the runway in use. 

19.2. Aircraft Cat A and Cat B traffic pattern is published in AIP Estonia (AD2.EEEI-LDG). 

20. VFR procedures for Cat C/D (non-HPMA) 

20.1. Staight-in approach arrivals will be done via the CTR entry points to the 4NM initial of 

the runway in use. 

20.2. The visual pattern is the same as the HPMA outer pattern, with the possibility to do 

the base leg with one continuous turn. 
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Figure 4. Traffic pattern for non-HPMA Cat C/D aircraft 

 

21. VFR procedures for Rotary Wing aircraft 

21.1. Local Helicopters 

21.1.1. Airspace usage – Flight crews can request airspace usage for training or 

operational purposes when adhering to published patterns is unfeasible. 

When granted by ATC, flight crews can deviate from published patterns, 

provided overflying inhabited buildings and noise sensitive areas are avoided. 

ATC can deny airspace usage or issue airspace usage with restrictions (for 

example “Airspace usage north of runway approved”) for traffic 

considerations. 

21.1.2. Runway usage - Flight crews can request runway usage for training purposes 

(air taxi training, touch-and-gos, emergency procedures training etc). When 

granted by ATC, separate landing, low-approach or touch-and-go clearances 

are not necessary. Runway usage clearance may be given even if a portion of 

the runway is used by ground traffic provided aircrew has reported ground 

traffic in sight. Affecting ground traffic with downwash or by overflying shall be 

avoided. 

21.1.3. Splitting the traffic pattern – Runway usage and traffic pattern for the runway 

may be split in two for simultaneous usage by two helicopters. A clear 

delineator must be specified between the split portions. 

21.1.4. Maximum altitude for traffic patterns is 700ft AMSL unless otherwise 

authorized by ATC. 
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Figure 5. Traffic pattern for local helicopters 

 

21.2. Transient helicopters 

21.2.1. Entry. Transient helicopters will enter via the Entry points and follow the 

procedures for Cat A/B aircraft, at 700ft AMSL. 

21.2.2. Landing. Transient helicopters will land on the runway, at the intersection with 

TWY B. TWR may instruct another landing spot on the runway, with 

consideration that helicopter taxi routes are TWY A or TWY B. 

21.2.3. Departure. By norm, departures shall be done from the RWY (intersection with 

TWY B). TWR may authorize, on request, departures from TWY B. 

 

22. Simulated flame out (SFO).  

22.1. Clearance for SFO training is obtained from TWR depending on the traffic situation in 

Ämari CTR or Tallinn TMA. 

22.2. TSA 14 is intended for SFO training. Intention of the SFO must be coordinated with 

TWR at least 10 minutes prior in order to coordinate the use of TSA 14. When 

requesting SFO, upper limit for the manoeuvre within EETSA14 must be included in 

the request. Maximum level is FL110. 

22.3. Mandatory reports are at High Key and Base Key. High Key is between 7000ft and 

9500ft MSL for HPMA and 3500ft to 4500ft for Jet trainers. Base key is at 2000ft MSL. 

All maneuvering is done to the south of runway. 

NOTE: Altitudes above transition altitude (5000ft MSL) are given and reported in FL. 

22.4. Non-standard SFO circuits shall be coordinated with TWR beforehand. Non-standard 

SFO is any SFO that is initiated at a position other than high key. 

22.5. SFOs are not authorized during dark hours. 
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Figure 6. Standard SFO 
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Section 5 – Emergencies and Abnormal Situations 

 

23. External stores jettison area. The external stores jettison area is over Suur Pakri 

Island, 9,5 to 11,5 NM from AMI VORTAC, between R-275 and R-285. In IMC the 

release is made at 2000ft AMSL, in VMC at 500ft AMSL. 

 
Figure 7. External stores jettison area 

 

24. Hydrazine procedures. Aircraft in emergency that have hydrazine and don’t need to 

stop on the runway will be instructed to park at an available primary hydrazine area. 

These areas will also be used for aircraft with hot brakes or any other mechanical 

issues that require isolation of the aircraft. 

24.1. OW Arm/De-Arm pad and Apron 3 are the primary hydrazine emergency areas. As a 

back-up, and if instructed/authorized by TWR, the aircraft can remain at the end of the 

RWY in hammerhead. In that case the runway operations shall be suspended. If 

runway operations cannot be suspended and all personnel is evacuated from Apron 

1, midway of TWY B can also be used. 

24.2. RWY 06 in use. After landing the aircraft shall turn around on the RWY, back-taxi, 

vacate via taxiway A and park at OW Arming/De-arming Pad or on Apron 3 according 

to TWR instructions.  

24.3. RWY 24 in use. Aircraft shall vacate via taxiway A and park at OW Arming/De-arming 

Pad or on Apron 3 according to TWR instructions. 

24.4. Fighter aircraft requiring a hydrazine response will be instructed to park with the left 

wing into the wind unless the pilot requests otherwise. TWR will inform the pilot with 

wind direction and speed. 

24.5. Hydrazine servicing must be previously coordinated with Base Operations Centre and 

TWR to allow for de-confliction with other units and establishing the required safety 

zones. 

25. Hot brakes. Although normally this situation doesn’t require declaring an emergency, 

it does require special attention. Hot brake spots are defined in the paragraph 25.1, 

and should be used whenever possible. Whenever that is not possible, proximity to 

other aircraft and personnel should be avoided. 
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25.1. Aircraft with hot brakes or any other mechanical issues that require isolation of the 

aircraft shall be parked at OW Arm/De-Arm pad or Apron 3. If a/c is not able to taxi to 

OW Arm/De-Arm pad or Apron 3, then OE or TWY C are to be used for smaller aircraft 

or TWY A for larger aircraft. 

25.2. Activation. The pilot will report to TWR “Hot Brakes”, position in the aerodrome and 

intentions. TWR will contact the Fire and rescue Dept., to provide assistance. 

25.3. After landing or rejected takeoff. The pilot proceeds to the appropriate hot brake spot. 

If not possible, the aircraft shall, if possible, vacate the RWY, avoiding proximity to 

other aircraft and personnel. 

25.4. During Taxi. The pilot stops as soon as possible, avoiding proximity to other aircraft 

and personnel. 

25.5. On parking aprons. If isolated on the apron, holds position. In crowded aprons, 

requests TWR to taxi. Taxiing shall be minimized and the pilot should stop as soon as 

clear from the crowded area and proximity to other aircraft. The axle of the wheels will 

be pointing to safe areas, preferentially against the wind. 

26. Controlled bailout area. The controlled bailout area is defined between R-275 and 

R-290, between 2 and 4,3 NM from AMI VORTAC, to east-northeast. A controlled 

bailout shall be done at 2000’ AGL or above. Pilots shall align with R-280 and trim 

nose down, if that capability exists.  

 
Figure 8. Controlled bailout area 

 


